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Area Studies Specialist Group Meeting 
Wednesday 20th September  2000 CILT, London
11.00 – 15.00

Agenda

1.	General Introductions 
Present: Janet Bartle, Sue Currell, Philip Davies, Alison Dickens, Dawn Ebbrell, Dick Ellis, Chris Flood , Mike Kelly, Paul O’Leary, Linda Parker
Apologies: Pandeli Glavanis, Ann Matear
2.	Introduction to the Specialist Group (Professor Richard Ellis, Chair)
3.	Roles of Group Members 
See extra sheet
Scale of AS in the UK – picture to date is incomplete. CCASA has produced the database of expertise, but there are many areas, e.g. Europe that are missing. The Group will approach CCASA to investigate the way forward for the database. The Subject Centre will offer to take over responsibility, maintainence etc.
The picture for Area Studies Organisations
The following organisations were identified by the Group:
Welsh – Welsh Association for Australian Studies & Welsh Assoc. for Canadian Studies
Assoc. for Studies of Contemporary France 
Society for French Studies 
AUPHF
Details of Associations for W.Europe (France, Germany, Spain, Italy) will be sought (Chris/Ali)

Overlap with langs in European context regarding literature, must also be expanded to history, politics etc.

Defining our remit: 
Interdisciplinarity 
The Group is interested in the ways in which AS draws on other disciplines e.g. multi and interdisciplinarity a major concern, 
Contacts
The Group will set up networks and links to establish effective dissemination and make contact with people with similar subj or T&L interests, e.g Sue’s work on the web for American Studies can help/be informed by those in other disciplines
Europe – The Council of Europe is interested in similar things to the SC, e.g. European Studies for democratic citizenship to boost HE in East Europe, a programme in Social Sciences, quality assurance, all of which could be a possible source of support and networking outside Britain
UEA – database of American Studies expertise
BAIS – publicly available databse
Irish Diaspora Studies (Patrick O’Sullivan) is a moderated newsgroup (mainly research) but which could be mapped onto Area Studies 
A possible approach to networking – ask associations to give names is probably not an option (data protection act), but we could ask individuals to distribute information etc. via their mailbases. 
Another approach will be to invite individuals to join via a contacts database.

Innovation – e-learning. 
AS staff often spread quite thinly within depts, so contacts with other institutions through virtual links will be very helpful while people will be also be brought together  through face to face meetings at workshops
America – support may be found for web develpments. eg Crossroads project, Berkley Institute web materials. We should look to developments in the US as a guide to innovatory practice as they have been using the web for learning and teaching for some considerable time (Sue).

Newsletter 
The Group will help with finding people to provide material for newsletters

Proactive roles 
The Council of Europe is setting up an International  Association for European Studies (funding currently being sought. It is anticipated that there should be interest from Europe in the Subject Centre which is unique in its activities. 

Funding 
American Embassy is increasingly generous towards American Studies and may fund one-off projects, where they are not seen to be another government’s responsibility. SC provide infrastructure. The Rockerfeller Institute may be prepared to pay experts to come over to share expertise at Subject Centre workshops

Issues Arising
How can e-learning help Area Studies?
USA great source of models in pioneering
Set up something for Area Studies teachers – new idea. How to get people to come? Is there a latent demand? Area Studies can help teachers maintain an identity
Implication for QAA and curriculum planning – many depts locate interdisciplinary courses within discrete depts so little account is taken of course coherence, resources etc.
Piebaldity – modules double function (within discipline and within AS degree). Cannibalism.

Employment
The Arts and Humanities are trying to make the subject more relevant to working environment, which is an area in which AS could be ahead. New approaches to relevance can draw on Area Studies, e.g. languages and employability

FDTL and others – Americanisation 

4.	Contents of Web page 
This will be finalised via e-discussion and next meeting. 
Ali will  advise of redesign currently taking place

5.	Correspondence group and Needs Survey
The survey is now ready for distribution.
We can use association directories – eg directories of courses with names of convenors who can be located rather than departments
 A more detailed needs survey will be emailed to the group for comments 
We should ask correspondents if they would be prepared to produce reviews of materials

6.	Workshops
1. Residence Abroad represents a cross-semination of practice and will be a useful test of interest from the field.
Linda Parker from CILT gave an overview of the 3 Residence Abroad Projects on which the workshop will draw.
LARA’s Ethnography for Language Learners project produced products free to all universities and currently held in MFL depts. Other deptartments can apply for modules. The advantage of the Ethnography course is that it is in English and is general (not just specific to language learning). It consists of 20 modules trialed at TVU, Oxford-Brookes and Southampton. 
Interculture – includes an extensive website of materials. The issue of transferability to other disciplines has already been investigated.
Rapport – dealt with all aspects or Residence Abroad (practical issues as well as learning). An interesting feature was an MA module for staff involved in preparing students for Residence Abroad. It was trialed this year and received very good feedback.
LARA – this project was interested early on in students from other disciplines going abroad. It conducted a survey of all departments of MFL + sent questionnaires to other depts sending students abroad. The results were interesting and confirmed the need to look outside MFL. There is a need for accreditation in MFL and more expertise in this respect was found in other depts (Phil Davies confirmed this for American Studies which does accredit in some institutions).  MFL is very good at pastoral care and less good at accreditation. The project ran a workshop for other disciplines which was well attended. There was also a concern that students didn’t wish to go abroad even though they had opportunities. 
A useful contributer could be the University of Greenwich which ran an accredited module with the Careers department

For American Studies there is a long experience of sending students abroad, but with a patchy approach to accreditation. De Montfort does accredit and could be a source of a case study speaker for the workshop

2. E-learning 
This will be taken to be both techniques for using the internet and the development of online courses.

CEFES is an EU funded project to develop distance learning tools and techniques. The OU is involved, as is Surrey. Few actual students have been involved, but it will form the basis for future developments.
A workshop could cover the following areas: 
Websites to support modules
General principles of internet for learning
Developing online courses
Students doing their own websites e.g. Deborah Mansun (Gen Studies) South Bank

3. Suggestions for the third workshop will be considered at the next meeting as will the possibility of joint workshops with other disciplines.

7.	Introduction to the Subject Centre (Professor Mike Kelly, Subject Centre Director) 
The Subject Centre represents a convergence of energy to bring learning and teaching intiatives together
A lot of generic work is being done but this is felt to be more amenable if it is subject based, thus the Centre acts as a bridge between generics (experts in T & L) and subject specifics.
This Centre is attempting to bring disparate disciplines together, addressing the subject areas that traditionally haven’t had much to do with each other. Area Studies alone has this situation internally.
Our challenge is to be able to answer questions about T&L in the field.
There are three missions:
Cooperation – to challenge the centripetal rather than centrifugal attitude of academia by setting up initiatives to bring people together, e.g. workshops, to weigh against inherent competitiveness.
Innovation – to push things forward. While the Centre is not funded to undertake projects, it is expected to coordinate them, e.g. FDTL, ILT Fellowships, and to identify where new projects need to be developed and to disseminate the results
FDTL Phase 4 – The Subject Centre is to advise on what areas need FDTL funding. 
The Centre is being seen as a cutting edge development that other countries may wish to follow.
Job of group to make the links between the subjects and the centre.
Funding – The Centre is funded for  5 years at  £250 000 per year. Areas where additional funding will be available can be bid for by individual Subject Centres (who must prove that they are effective). 
E-university proposals – may use the model of SCs as quasi depts within it.
The Centre will be proactive in helping people to access internal institution funds for social sciences. Sometimes it is possible for individuals to get the money (e.g. for IT), but not  know what to do with it. 
Owing to its location within the ILT the Centre can advise on modules for accreditation.

8.	Benchmarking (Phil Davies)
Summary of aim of benchmarking
The finished document will comprise 10 pages of text including those elements of the subject that should be addressed for the teaching of the subject at UG single honours level. It represents a map showing the broad outline of the subject that course developers can choose from in doing their subject. Pass level, general and specific skills for the subject.
See QAA web page for completed  benchmarking docs.
History
Area Studies was  fought for by BAAS as many Area Studies courses didn’t exist or were absorbed into disciplines where they felt they didn’t belong for the purposes of QAA. 
The group will have 12 members (there are currently 11 with an Africanist still needed). It is very difficult to include all areas, so the group will concentrate on Area Studies courses most likely to be QAA inspected at UG level - American, Canadian, European, S-E Asian, Latin American, Middle Eastern, African. It covers a broad disciplinary range - History, Politics, Literature, Film …
An initial questionnaire based on the format for the document was distributed to help define the discipline
Phil’ answers:
·	Multi and interdisciplinary
·	Involves a named area
·	Provides varied opportunities for students to focus
The document will represent one of the touchstones for courses and may be very helpful for positioning a course. The first formal meeting will take place on Oct 20th
Key principles will be that it can’t be too descriptive and therefore will not be prescriptive, it  can give examples e.g. Classics, it will build in flexibility.
A Consultative meeting for the disciplines has not yet been planned (as an addition to the reference group). The SC could facilitate such as meeting as while not tied into process, it will be helping to disseminate the outcome. 
The Language and Linguistics groups are having such a meeting.
 
9.	C & IT matters and CILT (Janet Bartle and Dawn Ebbrell)
Details of the Hull (workshops, resources database)
Hull C & IT Centre is an advice and information centre which comprises a software library, bibliographies of materials and runs the website and email groups. It is currently weighted towards languages, much of which will be of relevance to AS, but more materials are being sought for this area (see list of current resources).
The Centre will provide an opportunity for a small group or lone scholar to make contact with colleagues.
It will store and disseminate  L&T resources produced by practitioners
Where bulletins are primarily electronic they will be distributed through the mailbase with links back to the website. 
Issues arising
Sub-dividing weblinks and using other portals
Flagging very useful websites – generic or specific
Use of scholars to referee websites
Mail groups – could subdivide teaching and learning into issues
Issues for discussion – could be initiated by group members
Saturation is a danger –a designated site from which to pick up messages should be initiated. See the Resource discovery network

CILT activities for Area Studies 
CILT is not going to provide content materials but will concentrate on issues e.g interdiscipliarity and interculturality
From current resources Dawn can produce a list of AS relevant materials and possibly purchase some interdisciplinary materials (see bibliography in meeting pack).
CILT will also disseminate conference information, newsletters etc for the subject areas
Information sheets relevant to AS can be compiled that will list organisations, weblinks and materials.
There is no loans or photocopying service, but there are photocopying facilities in the Centre.

10. Any other Business 

Date of next meeting 22nd January 2000


